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Protein adsorption Hadron therapy Nanoscratching

Fig. 5. Front view of the pile-up formed after scratching at the end of the scratching process (before indenter retraction). Color codes height above the surface in Å. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Synopsis of pile-up formation after scratching and indenter retraction. Color codes height above the surface in Å. Note that pile-up heights can be larger than 27 Å, see
Fig. 5 and the discussion in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Y. Gao et al. / Computational Materials Science 103 (2015) 77–89 81



Bovine serum albumin (BSA)
in water (not shown) containing Na and Cl ions
before adsorption on a graphite surface



Bottländer, Mücksch, Urbassek 2015



passage of ethanol through acetylcholine receptor
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Theoretical tools

• Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations.

Advantages:
• as realistic as possible in comparison to analytical theory or Monte 

Carlo simulations
- for many-body simulations
- for thermal nonequilibrium situations

• easy visualization / animation:
appeals to imagination

Disadvantages:
• slow
• cannot handle time scales >> 1 µs
• cannot handle space scales >> 100 nm

Isaac Newton (1643 – 1727)
1687: Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica



Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Potentials:
atomic interaction forces

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium
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Forces between atoms

in classical simulation, forces derive from 
interatomic potentials (“force .elds“)

Molecular Dynamics for chemistry



Electrostatic interactions between ions

Problem: long-ranged





A large protein: BSA 



Forces between atoms: metals
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EAM potentials: metals
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Hierarchy of computational chemical methods

ReaxFF Simulate reactions
in large, dynamical systems

FF methods:
- Allow large systems
- Rigid connectivity
- Dynamics

QM methods:
- Allow reactions
- Expensive, only 
  small systems
- Mostly static

ReaxFF: background and rules

van Duin 2010



As depicted in Figure 1a, the potential is divided into bond-
order-dependent and -independent contributions. Bond order is
calculated directly from interatomic distance using the empirical
formula:

BOij ¼ BOσ
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where BO is the bond order between atoms i and j, rij is
interatomic distance, ro terms are equilibrium bond lengths, and
pbo terms are empirical parameters. Equation (2) is continuous,
containing no discontinuities through transitions between σ, π,
and ππ bond character. This yields a differentiable potential
energy surface, as required for the calculation of interatomic
forces. This bond-order formula accommodates long-distance
covalent interactions characteristic in transition state structures,
allowing the force-field to accurately predict reaction barriers. This
covalent range is typically taken to be 5 Angstrom—which is
sufficient for most elements to capture even the weakest of
covalent interactions—but can be extended beyond this range;
this may occasionally be required for elements with very large
covalent radii. This long-distance covalent bond feature, however,
necessitates the addition of a bond-order correction to remove
spurious bond character between non-bonded neighbours, such
as neighbouring H atoms in a methane molecule. Terms in the
potential that are dependent on bond order, such as bond energy
and angle strains, are calculated directly from the corrected bond
order. Finally, a charge equilibration scheme is applied at each
iteration to calculate partial atomic charges (see ‘Charge descrip-
tion improvements’), which are then used to calculate Coulombic
interactions.
Note that the non-bonded and bonded terms in ReaxFF are

calculated independently—there is no information transfer

between the bond-order-based terms and the van der Waals-
and Coulomb-related terms. For all materials and molecules,
both bond-order-based terms and nonbonded terms are
calculated—without exclusions—enabling ReaxFF to be applied
to both predominantly covalent and ionic materials without
user input.

Overview of available ReaxFF parameterisations and development
branches
Each element of the periodic table for which a ReaxFF parameter
set has been published is highlighted in Figure 1b. Although a
ReaxFF description exists for these elements, one cannot simply
use these parameter sets in any combination and expect to obtain
satisfactory transferability. As shown in Figure 2, there are
currently two major groupings (i.e., the ReaxFF branches) of
parameter sets that are intra-transferable with one another: (1) the
combustion branch and (2) the aqueous branch. In order to
explain the existence of branches within a common functional
form, we must consider that ReaxFF does not employ atom typing
strategies, in contrast to popular non-reactive force-fields like
AMBER25 and CHARMM.26 For example, there is only one oxygen
type in ReaxFF regardless of the chemical environment in which
the oxygen atom finds itself. This is quite helpful because it allows
atoms to migrate seamlessly between phases during a simulation.
At the same time, however, this results in a significantly more
complex force-field development process. The lack of transfer-
ability between branches is evident in the performance of the
2008-C/H/O combustion force-field,2 which accurately describes
water as a gas-phase molecule yet fails to describe water as a
liquid. During development at that time, describing liquid water
was not a particular aim for ReaxFF. Since all intended applications
were at temperatures well above the water boiling point,
this was not a major development concern. In 2009, efforts were
initiated to redevelop ReaxFF for aqueous chemistry, and it
became clear that the 2008-C/H/O combustion force field, which
at that time was already extended to a significant range of

Figure 2. ReaxFF development tree, where parameter sets on a common ‘branch’ are fully transferable with one another. Parameter sets
are available in (a) van Duin et al.;1 (b) van Duin et al.;3 (c) Strachan et al.;4,5 (d) Chenoweth et al.;2 (e) Goddard et al.29 and Chenoweth et al.;28

(f) Castro-Marcano et al.163 and Kamat et al.;13 (g) Vasenkov et al.;164 (h) Weismiller et al.;32 (i) Mueller et al.;33 (j) Agrawalla et al.;165 (k) Rahaman
et al.;116 (l) Monti et al.;53 (m) Fogarty et al.;15 (n) Raymand et al.;50 (o) Pitman et al.23 and Manzano et al.;166 and (p) van Duin et al.7 (Images
adapted with permission from the provided references: (d, e, h–k, o, p) Copyright 2008, 2010, 2011 and 2012 American Chemical Society;
(f, n) Copyright 2010 and 2012 Elsevier; (g, m) Copyright 2010 and 2012 AIP Publishing LLC; (l) Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry).

The ReaxFF reactive force-field
TP Senftle et al
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Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Potentials:
atomic interaction forces

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium
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Algorithmic principle 
of molecular dynamics

● Initial positions and 
velocities of all 
particles (atoms, 
molecules or larger 
units)

● Interaction potentials 
result in forces

● Repeat cycle until 
relevant processes 
have completed

Detection of observables

MD - Loop

and at time given

Computation of forces

and

Solving Newtonian differential equations of motion

until time
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Integrators
● Basic idea: in.nitesimal integration

of the Newtonian equation F = m a or

                               
● Taylor approximation of x(t) and v(t)

● Euler prediction for tn + timestep h with force fn

● Integrators improve with oder of approximation, intermediate steps 
and inclusion of correction terms (using new position for velocity)

● Velocity Verlet (optimal for MD) 







effect of time step
on energy conservation

example: fcc Ne

rule of thumb:
D x < rNN/20
during one time step

usually D t = a few fs



Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium

• Potentials – atomic interaction forces



simulation cell



Periodic boundaries

simulation cell



periodic boundaries



Boundary conditions

• (laterally) periodic boundary conditions
• free boundaries
• damped boundaries

free periodic fixed
for clusters for solids ???



Free (open)
boundaries



laterally periodic
boundaries



Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Potentials:
atomic interaction forces

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium



Neighbor lists

• reduce O(N2) costs of force calculation to O(N)

• by efficient organization of neighbor lists

• Verlet list
• linked-cell algorithm
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Neighbor lists
● Interaction potentials as 

Lennard Jones, EAM, force .elds etc.

● Near neighbor interactions only

● Potential function vanishes 

outside cut-o2-radius RCut

● Reduce force computation from

all with all particles, o(N²), to N*Neighbors
● Key to e2ective simulation in cells

and parallelization

● Sending cells or groups of cells to di2erent 
processors (CPUs, GPUs) or even computers

● Parallelization implemented e.g. in LAMMPS 
[http://lammps.sandia.gov/]

RCut

Ep/eV

[aus Kafemanns Diplomarbeit]



linked-cell algorithm



Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Potentials:
atomic interaction forces

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium
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Detectors and visualization tools

● Coordinates and velocities of all atoms

● Computation of temperature via kinetic energy and 
pressure via kenetic energy and forces as local averages

● Crystallinity detectors like Ackland, common neighbor 
ananlysis etc. can be implemented as required

● Atomic properties can be visualized with graphic tools as 
„Ovito“ and „VMD“ (visulaisation of molecules)

● Atomic trajectories can be reduced to global 
observables.



Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations

To consider:

• Potentials:
atomic interaction forces

• Integrator:
how to solve Newton‘s equations numerically

• Boundary conditions:
how to understand (infinitely) large systems
from the calculation of a finite system

• neighbour lists:
optimize force calculation

• Detectors:
how to extract physics information

• Initialization:
how to reach equilibrium



Initialization of a LJ system: 
velocity scaling at every 50 time steps

Ekin

Etot

Epot



Theoretical tools

• Molecular dynamics

Solve Newton‘s equations.

Advantages:
• as realistic as possible in comparison to analytical theory or Monte 

Carlo simulations
- for many-body simulations
- for thermal nonequilibrium situations

• easy visualization / animation:
appeals to imagination

Disadvantages:
• slow
• cannot handle time scales >> 1 µs
• cannot handle space scales >> 100 nm

Isaac Newton (1643 – 1727)
1687: Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica



Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulation provides:
• detailed information on atomistic level
• insight into processes
• space scales: 100 nm
• time scales: ns ... (µs)
• reliability: depends on interatomic potential

Besides hardware progress (Moore‘s law)
progress in models
• interaction potentials
• acceleration



Plimpton 2012

Over the years potentials have become more sophisticated

„near quantum accuracy“

charge transfer
chemical reactions

classical „force fields“

DFT: 100 – 1000 sec /(atom timestep) for ~1000 electron system
and do not scale linearly with number of atoms or electrons


